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Abstract
�is paper argues for the existence of a discontinuous root morpheme in the Semitic languages.
Although this notion is often used in the analysis of these languages, it has been claimed
in some surface-oriented studies to be a mere theoretical artifact. �e first part of the paper
presents two arguments from the realm of verbal inflection. It is shown that no surface form
can serve consistently as the base for other forms in either Modern Hebrew or Chaha, two
Semitic languages. It is further argued that some morphophonological processes in Chaha must
be regarded as applying to the root. Applying such processes to the surface stem would result in
incorrect forms. �e second part of the paper treats discontinuous effects in nominal formations.
It is argued that agentive nouns in Modern Hebrew can be built either on another noun or on
the root. Without the notion of the root, one is obliged to list all the cases which we propose
are root-derived. Such listing obscure the entirely regular and consistently predictable form of
root-derived agentives.
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0.1. Introduction

In recent years, the idea of an abstract, discontinuous root morpheme in
Semitic has been challenged. In a series of papers (by Bat-El 1994a; 2001;
2003; and by Ussishkin 1999; 2000; 2003), it has been claimed that the
discontinuous morpheme, although helpful descriptively, is too abstract, and
thus cognitively implausible. As a result, these authors deny the morphemic

*) �is article is based on the lectures of both authors in the “Workshop on the Semitic Root”
(�e Hebrew University, Jerusalem, December 28th, 2008). It is the fruit of a cooperation
of two authors working in different theoretical frameworks, but agreeing with one another’s
conclusions. �e wording and formalizations of the different parts of the paper betray the
theoretical differences between the two authors; still, those differences are irrelevant for the
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status of the discontinuous root. We will refer to their approach as “word-
based”, rather than “root-based”, following Bat-El (2001).1

Interestingly, these papers have focused on Modern Hebrew denominal
verbs, the main claim being that these verbs must take into account aspects
of the base noun that are usually not regarded as being part of the root, namely
prosody and vocalization. Having established that, the authors propose that
if roots are not referred to in the derivation of denominal verbs, they are not
referred to at all.
Like other authors before us (Prunet 2006, Arad 2003), we do not agree

that the conclusions reached in the discussion of denominal verbs can be gen-
eralized to the entire language. It is the goal of this paper to show that central,
productive mechanisms of the Semitic languages are much more economically
and insightfully accounted for if one assumes the existence of an abstract, dis-
continuous morpheme, viz., the root. In the first part of the paper, the inflec-
tional paradigms of weak verbs are treated. Such verbs, apparent in nearly all
Semitic languages, were not considered in the word-based studies that assume
an “output-output” relation between forms.2 We will show that the morpho-
logical phenomena exhibited in the case of such verbs are completely incompat-
ible with a word-based view, and can only be accounted for from a root-based
perspective; the alternative is sheer memorization and no systematic treatment
at all.
Rose (2003, §§3.2.1, 3.2.3) shows the difficulties that a word-based ap-

proach encounters in the case of reduplicated frequentatives derived from
weak verbs. She explicitly claims that in these cases reference to the root is
unavoidable. However, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that
the inflection of weak verbs is treated in the discussion regarding the existence

argument of this paper. �e first author is responsible for the data and arguments regarding
Modern Hebrew, and the second author provided the data and arguments regarding Chaha. We
would like to thank Prof. Edit Doron, Prof. Gideon Goldenberg, Dr. Eitan Grossman and Prof.
Jean Lowenstamm for their insightful comments and suggestions and for their encouragement.
We would also like to thank two anonymous reviewers for their helpful comments. Any mistake
in this paper is naturally our own.
1) �is paper argues explicitly against the analyses in the papers mentioned. However, we take
the arguments presented here to be valid against any approach that generalizes Output-Output
derivations to the entire Semitic lexicon. In other words, we claim the analyses in other word-
based studies (e.g. Hammond 1988, Gafos 2003), as well, could not be extended to the data
presented in the present work.
2) �is specification is meant to exclude Ratcliffe (1997, 155ff.), who uses as input forms that
contain an underlying “glide” which is subsequently deleted (e.g. *qaGala for Arabic qaala). It
should be noted that weak radicals are not simply weak realizations of glides. For example, in
Modern Hebrew, a glide such as v or y can appear as a consonant in intervocalic position in some
verbs, such as ayáf-ti ‘I have become tired’ and gavá(a)-ti ‘I expired’ (of the roots

√
ayf and

√
gva,
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the discontinuous morpheme in Semitic. As will become clear, the treatment
of such paradigms not only refutes a word-based view by arguing against
the existence of a single continuous base, but also points to a more abstract
approach to the constituents of the root in Semitic.
�ese verbs are considered in light of two major phenomena relevant to

most (if not all) Semitic languages. First, the structure of verbal paradigms:
as mentioned, it is shown that no single form in a verb’s paradigm is basic.
Only by assuming an abstract root can we derive all the different forms of all
paradigms from the same entity in a principled manner.�is fact can be shown
for most, if not all Semitic languages. We will start with data from Modern
Hebrew (henceforth MH), which is the main language treated by Bat-El and
Ussishkin, and then show that the same argument holds for Chaha, another
Semitic language spoken in Ethiopia.
�e second argument concerns morphophonological processes apparent in

many Semitic (and other) languages. For example, it is common in these lan-
guages to find gemination marking an inflectional or derivational class. Such
processes target one of the three radicals of the root. In a word-based approach,
some such cases could be explained through counting the consonants or the
syllables of the stem, from the end or from the beginning (though this line of
argumentation has never been explored). Examining the paradigms of weak
verbs, we show that these strategies inevitably give false predictions. Further-
more, the analysis in this part of the paper sheds light on the common mis-
conception that roots are consonantal.
�ese two arguments come from the realm of verbal inflection, whereas the

word-based studies mentioned above were primarily concerned with deriva-
tional processes. �e second part of the paper deals with the derivation of
agentive nouns in MH, and shows that an abstract discontinuous morpheme
is also necessary for the analysis of MH derivational morphology.
�is agentive suffix -an can be merged with items that occur also indepen-

dently, in which case the meaning of the entire string is compositional. �e
same suffix may in other instances be merged with some other linguistic entity
(call it X), whose identity is not clear from this merger.�is is a non-analytic [X
-an] relation; its semantics is not necessarily compositional. More often than
not, there is an existing word related to X; but even if there is such a word,

respectively) even though in most verbs a glide does not appear in this position, e.g., áf-ti ‘I flew’
and šár-ti ‘I sang’ (of the roots

√
auf and

√
šir, respectively).

In any case, an underlying component such as that suggested by Ratcliffe is no less abstract
than the root. It is neither more economical nor more cognitively plausible than the root. As such,
such an underlying representation has no advantage over the root. In this paper we will mainly
confront analyses that assume a concrete output form as the input for morphological processes.
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only some formal aspects of that word are identifiable in the outcome of [X
-an], while others (prosody or vocalization) are not. We show that X is best
viewed as the discontinuous root.

Since Bat-El (1994a), much has been written in defense of the root and
against word-based analyses.3 Nevertheless, it seems that what has been writ-
ten explicitly with this goal deals always either with derivational processes
(e.g. the passage from one verbal type to another), which are at least to a
certain extent only semi-regular, or with phenomena that are less central to
the main morphological mechanisms of language (e.g. language games, apha-
sic behavior, hypocoristics). We find it worthwhile to show that the central,
nearly-automatic phenomena of inflectional morphology cannot be correctly
analyzed without the notion of a discontinuous root. Moreover, prior stud-
ies concentrated either on the shortcomings of word-based approaches with
respect to the data, or on economy issues (see especially Idrissi 2001); the
case study in the second part of the paper, which treats a derivational pro-
cess, exemplifies how a root-based approach is not only more economical in
describing the facts, but is also stronger in predictive power than a word-based
approach.

�e sum of these arguments presents a challenge for an exclusively word-based
approach.

1. �e root in Semitic verb inflection

1.1. �e verbal inflection of Modern Hebrew

In MH, a root can appear in more than one verbal patterns or binyanim (sg.
binyan). �e data in this section are taken from QaTaL, the basic binyan.
�ere are two verbal tense-forms and a present participle. �e tense-forms are
inflected for person, gender and number. �e present participle is inflected
only for gender and number. �ese features take the form of suffixes in the
past paradigm and both prefixes and suffixes in the future paradigm. �e
verb in (1) is a sound verb, which means that there are three consonants
that are always present, in all inflected forms (stress is final when not marked
otherwise):

3) See Booij, van Harle & Plag (2006) and references therein.
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(1) QaTaL verb li-knos ‘to fine’

Past Future Participle

1. sg. kanás-ti yi-knos4 sg. ms. kones
pl. kanás-nu ni-knos fm. konés-et

2. sg. ms. kanás-ta ti-knos pl. ms. kons-im
fm. kanás-t ti-knes-i fm. kons-ot

pl. ms. kanás-tem ti-knes-u
fm. kanás-ten ti-knes-u

3. sg. ms. kanas yi-knos
fm. kans-a ti-knos

pl. kans-u yi-knes-u

Setting aside purely phonological issues (such as stress or vowel reduction and
deletion), it can be seen in (1) that different tenses have different vocalizations:
the past tense has a vocalization -a-a-, the future tense has a vocalization -
o- between the last two consonants, and the present participle exhibits -o-e-
vocalization. �e stem of the infinitival form li-knos ‘to fine’ has the same
vocalization as the future yi-knos.
A root-and-pattern analysis does not immediately follow from the data. One

may conclude thatMH is not unlike languages withmostly concatenative mor-
phology such as Italian or French, where the speaker has to know a few verbal
stems that take the different suffixes, alongside some phonological generaliza-
tions. InMH, these stems would be past unsuffixedQaTaL, future -QToL, and
present participle unsuffixed QoTeL, where {Q,T,L} stand for the consonants
of the stem.
�is approach, termed here “stem-memorization”, seems to have never been

explicitly proposed. We consider it here because it does not necessitate assum-
ing either a non-surface form or a non-concatenative process. We will see that
it cannot yield a satisfying account, since it is unable to express the basic mech-
anisms that are at play in Semitic languages. �erefore, it is not an alternative
to a root-and-pattern analysis. Consider the defective QaTaL verb presented
in (2):

4) �is form, which is in common use in the spoken language, co-occurs with the normative
form e-knos. In the 2nd person plural, the normative forms have an ultimate stress and the first
vowel is syncopated, viz., knas-tem and knas-ten. �ese remarks apply to the verb in table (2) as
well.
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(2) QaTaL verb l-iknot ‘to buy’

Past Future Participle

1. sg. kaní-ti yi-kne sg. m. kone
pl. kaní-nu ni-kne f. kon-a

2. sg. ms. kaní-ta ti-kne pl. m. kon-im
fm. kani-t ti-kn-i f. kon-ot

pl. ms. kaní-tem ti-kn-u
fm. kaní-ten ti-kn-u

3. sg. ms. kana yi-kne
fm. kant-a ti-kne

pl. kan-u yi-kn-u

We purposely avoid mentioning the root that would be assumed by a root-
based approach for the paradigm in (2). One can see that the verb in (2) is
defective since it has only two consonants {k,n} that are consistently found on
the surface. Such verbs will be called QaTi-verbs from now on, after the form
that occurs before consonantal suffixed (henceforth, the pre-consonantal form)
of the past paradigm.
Consider first the 3sg.ms. past form kana ‘buy’. �is form has the same

vocalization as the sound form kanas ‘fine’ above (-a-a-). �e sound and the
defective ms.sg. participle forms also share the same vocalization (-o-e-). Other
forms are clearly similar, though in less obvious ways. �e shared vocalizations
allow us to conclude that the verb in (2) belongs to the same verbal paradigm as
the verb in (1), namely the simplex binyan.Now consider a viewwhere speakers
memorize a certain number of basic surface stems, which are not analyzable
into root + pattern. In such a system, one would expect that vocalization
would be unimportant in the organization of lexical material. It would be
pure coincidence that two forms with identical vocalization such as kanas
and kana belong to the same binyan and also have identical vocalization in
the participle form and elsewhere. In other words, a “stem-memorization”
approach to Semitic morphology misses the central generalization that in these
languages verbs belong to a certain verbal paradigm because of their internal
vocalization.
�is phenomenon is easily explained from a Semitic root-and-template

perspective: both roots and templates are morphemes, and their combination
yields the stem, which is therefore an analyzable entity. Different roots, when
mapped to the same template (as in the case of QaTaL), belong to the same
binyan and are thus expected to behave similarly.
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A “stem-memorization” approach also fails to explain the behavior of weak
verbs. Simplifying quite a bit, one may argue that in sound verbs, only three
bases have to be memorized—QaTaL (past), QoTeL (participle) and -QToL
(non-past)—and the other inflected forms are derived phonologically from
these stems. For QaTi-type verbs, however, this is not enough: as will be seen
in (4) below, in such verbs six stems have to be memorized which cannot
be derived phonologically from one another. For instance, the speaker would
have to memorize the pre-consonantal form kaní - for QaTi-verbs, but not for
QaTaL verbs, where the pre-consonantal kanás- is identical to all other past
bases. Notice that, taking into account only surface forms, nothing in the fact
thatQaTi-verbs only have two surface consonants points to their exceptionality
in this respect. �ey are just a class of verbs for which more stems need to be
memorized. A root-based approach explains why verbs with only two stable
consonants behave in this way: these verbs are based on “weak” roots, i.e. roots
of the form

√
QTI, whose final radical may have a vocalic realization. �is

morphophonological conditioning will be returned to below.
We therefore maintain that a system that consists of unanalyzable stems

and external inflection is inadequate for data such as those presented above.
Semitic morphology cannot be reduced to stem+affix. �is, however, does not
mean that the curtain should be pulled down on “word-based” approaches;
it only means that a word-based approach is obliged to invent a mechanism
by which to derive the dependence of the pattern and the “residue” (i.e. the
root).
Such an approachmight resort to assuming that the paradigm is structured in

such a way that there is one basic form in each paradigm, and all the other forms
are derived from that one form.�is is indeed the strategy adopted inUssishkin
(2005), where the unsuffixed 3sg.ms. past form QaTaL is taken to be the most
basic form. Ussishkin, following Bat-El (1994a), suggests that the vowels of
the QaTaL base are overwritten and replaced by the vowels of whatever target
form is aimed at (sometimes some specific prosodic rules lead to erasure of
some vocalic material). �is is shown in (3) for the hypothetical derivation of
the present participle QoTeL from a base QaTaL.

(3) Melodic Overwriting: kanas → kones ‘fine’

{o , e} o e
| | | |

kanas→kanas → kones

Ideally, the same stem should be basic for all verbs. In other words, the specific
paradigms of all verbs must have an “entrance” in the same place (that is, one
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basic stem). We will now see that this is not a possible assumption, as there is
no single surface form that can consistently point to the sub-paradigm that
the verb belongs to. �is is what Prunet (2006, 45–47) calls “the problem of
the source”, citing, among others, Odden (2005) and Aronoff (1994).5 Notice
that if one assumes a discontinuous root morpheme, this problem does not
exist.
In (4), we summarize the set of deviant forms that QaTi-verbs display vis-à-

vis sound verbs. Specific deviations are in bold, and consist of the QaTi-verbs
not having a third consonant (4a,c,d,f ), having an unexpected third consonant
(4b,e), and/or having different vocalizations (4c,d):

(4) Summary of the differences between sound verbs and QaTi-verbs

b. Past c. Past f. Present
a. Free Past 3sg.fm. Pre-C d. Future e. Infinitive Participle

li-knos
‘to fine’

kanas kans- kanas- -knos -knos kones

li-knot
‘to buy’

kana( ø) kant- kani( ø)- -kne( ø) -knot kone(ø)

�e comparison in (4) provides six different candidates for a basic form that
may disambiguate specific verbal paradigms from others. Two especially attrac-
tive candidates for the role of the base form are the pre-consonantal stem and
the infinitival stem, because both differ from their sound counterparts in both
vocalization and final consonant.
Now consider the six bases of two more verbal sub-paradigms, QaTa1 and

QaTa2, presented in (5).

(5) QaTa1 vs. QaTa2

b. Past c. Past f. Present
a. Free Past 3sg.fm. Pre-C d. Future e. Infinitive participle

li-kro
‘to read’

kara karʔ- kará- -kra -kro kore

li-kroa
‘to tear’

kara karʔ- kará- -kra -króa koréa

5) Prunet makes this point in an article devoted to external evidence for the existence of the
“consonantal” root. Additional evidence to this effect is provided by Rose (2003, §3.2.2), in her
discussion of reduplicated frequentatives in Chaha.
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None of the four pairs in the columns in (5a–d) is a good candidate for a
basic form. Were any of these surface forms the input for Melodic Overwrit-
ing, it would be impossible to derive the contrast in the forms of the infini-
tive and present participle (li-kro vs. li-króa and kore vs. koréa). �e present
participle is also ruled out as the most basic form, because the surface form
of the present participle of the verb li-kro ‘to read’ (5f ) is homophonous to
that of the QaTi-verb likrot ‘to happen’ (analogous to (5f )): they are both
kore.
�e only candidate left for the special status of a disambiguating surface form

is the infinitival stem. Recall that the infinitival stem of QaTi-verbs was -krot.
�e only deviation in this form is a t surfacing where elsewhere in the paradigm
there is no consonant. But the infinitive is not a disambiguating stem either,
since there are sound verbs which have a completely regular t in that position,
and thus would be homophonous with that stem. (6) contrasts the sound verb
li-šbot ‘to go on strike’ with the QaTi-verb li-šbot ‘to take hostage’, where the
infinitival bases (6e) are neutralized:

(6) QaTi-verb forms vs. QaTaL with III-t

a. Free b. Past c. Past f. Present
Past 3sg.fm. Pre-C d. Future e. Infinitive participle

li-̌sbot
‘to go on
strike’

šavat šavt- šavat- -̌sbot -̌sbot šovet

li-̌sbot
‘to take
hostage’

šava šavt- šavi- -̌sbe(ø) -̌sbot šove

�is shows that there is no single, most basic stem in the paradigm and
no way the speaker can apply Melodic Overwriting consistently to a single
stem to get the entire set of forms in a certain paradigm. �e table in (7)
presents the forms from all the defective paradigms we have discussed and
illustrates our conclusion (likrot, the first verb in (7), is a perfectly well-formed,
hypothetical sound verb; likrot ‘to happen’ is analogous to liknot ‘to buy’ in
(2)6):

6) �e 1st and 2nd person forms of this verb may seem awkward (‘I happened’, ‘you happen’,
etc.), but these forms do exist in principle and are built the same way as other verbs of this class,
such as li-knot ‘to buy’.
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(7) Synopsis of weak roots vs. the sound root paradigms of the simplex
binyan

As the shading in (7) emphasizes, there is no slot in any sub-paradigm that
does not exhibit neutralization. �us, none of the possible candidates is basic.
A more abstract formmust be postulated. We suggest that this form is the root.
By assuming that each of these forms is the result of a morphophonological
relation between a root and a pattern, we have one underlying form for the
entire inflectional system.
Let us observe how this is done, if only in a very sketchy manner. Assume

that for (7c) the speaker knows that there is a root
√
krʔ. �e behavior of this

root in the different patterns is accounted for in a straightforward manner if it
is assumed that ʔ is deleted in “coda” position: karaʔ→ kara (cf. karac ‘blink’).
�e paradigm of the forms in (7d) is also accounted for by a root

√
kra and the

assumption that sequences of two consecutive identical vowels surface here as
one (/aa/→[a]; /karaa/→[kara]).7 Notice that nowhere in MH are there either
glottal stops that surface as codas or long vowels.
By assuming a root morpheme, rather than a phonologically realized stem,

the root-based view also implies that roots and radicals (their constituents)

7) �e view that roots in MH can be composed of radicals with vocalic realization (̌soršiyim) is
simply stated in Rosén (1955/56, 198–200). Other studies that refer to radicals that are not
necessarily realized as consonants are: Goldenberg (1994; 2005b; 1997) in Semitic; Polotsky
(1951), Podolsky (1980; 1991a), Hetzron & Berhanu Chamora (2000) in Ethiopian languages;
Izre’el & E. Cohen (2004), Izre’el (1991; 2004; 2005; 2007; 2009) in Akkadian. Some studies
view such radicals as underlying consonants: Voigt (1981), Prunet &Degif Petros (1996), Prunet
(1996) or historical reflexes thereof: M. Cohen (1930; 1936), Leslau (1954). For a generative
analysis exploring paradigmatic analogies with respect to vocalic radicals, see Faust (2005).
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can be subject to allomorphy. As the case of QaTi-verbs illustrates, such verbs
are more complicated, as the different stems of the verb cannot be accounted
for on a strictly phonological basis. In a root-based view, they are analyzed
as having roots with a final radical i. Still, there is no phonological rule in
MH that transforms the sequence /ai/ of a hypothetical underlying 3sg.ms.
/karai/ to [a] in the surface form [kara]. In this case, one needs to set specific
morphophonological rules.�ese rules are valid for all

√
QTI roots, and as such

are still more economical than specifying the different inflectional forms for
each verbal lexeme. It is unclear how this special allomorphic behavior follows
from any of the surface forms of the QaTi paradigm.8

A final remark is due. Bat-El (2003, 43) states clearly that her approach
does not “make any assumptions regarding the input” and merely views the
inflectional paradigm as “relations between surface forms”. According to Bat-
El (ibid., 50), “lexical-semantic considerations […] are often responsible for
selecting the base”. We assume that by “lexical” one could mean the following:
for a given paradigm, find a form that distinguishes this paradigm from all
the other paradigms, and apply Melodic Overwriting on that form. Such
an approach, if that is indeed what Bat-El has in mind, seems to weaken
considerably the predictive force of the apparatus. How is the learner supposed
to know the right form that should be used as a base? We prefer to leave the
discussion at that, as the proposal is not developed anywhere in the relevant
literature.

To summarize, this first subsection examined the inflectional paradigm of
several verbs from the simplex binyan in MH. We have shown that looking
only at surface forms is an inadequate strategy for analyzing MHmorphology.
�e considerable burden of listing as many stems as the linguist finds suitable
is spared the hypothetical speaker by assuming one discontinuous underlying
morpheme.
An important point implicitly made above is that the Semitic root cannot

be conceptualized as including only consonants or even both consonants and
vowels. To state it more explicitly: roots are structured morphemes that consist
of radicals that may have either vocalic or consonantal realizations. A radical is
not a “vowel” or a “consonant”, but a sub-morphemic component, which may
be subject to specific morphophonological alternations.9 It is not a phoneme,

8) See Faust (In prep.) for a more detailed look into the consequences of glide-final roots in
Semitic morphophonology.
9) We leave aside the theoretical difference between radicals and phonological Elements, as this
issue is not central to the purpose of this paper. Still, it might be mentioned in this respect that
within the framework of Government Phonology (see Kaye et al. 1985 and Kaye 2000) all sounds
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since it exhibits morphologically conditioned behavior that makes reference
not only to grammatical features, but also to its position in the root.�is will be
a central argument in the next section, where we study a morphophonological
phenomenon from Chaha.

1.2. Morphophonology and verbal inflection in Chaha

�e following subsections are devoted to Chaha (pronounced: čäha or čäxa),
a modern Ethiopian Semitic Language.10 We will first show that the argument
made for MH holds for this language11 as well, and thus (in all probability)
for most other Semitic languages. Chaha will also help us make the second
argument mentioned above, namely that morphophonological processes must
be able to make reference to the discontinuous, abstract root.
A few morphophonological rules that characterize this language have to be

introduced before going into the argumentation. In Chaha, old gemination
was simplified, leaving behind phonological reflexes. �e result is that many
radicals have regular (word initial and post-consonantal), strong (historically
geminated) and weak (intervocalic) realizations.

(8) Strengthening in Chaha

Radical #_/C_ (regular) _° (strong) V_V (weak)12

b, bw b, bw p, pw �, w

d, ǧ d, ǧ t, č d, ǧ

g, gw, g y g, gw, g y k, kw, ky g, gw, g y

x, xw, xy x, xw, xy k, kw, ky x, xw, xy

r n n r

are neither consonants nor vowels, but rather different combinations of a limited set of Elements.
If conceptualized in this manner, radicals might be reduced to such elemental complexes.
10) �e transcription of Chaha here follows the Ethiopianist convention. ä is [ɐ, ɔ, ɛ], ə is [ɨ, ʉ],
a caron (as in č, .̌c and ǧ) marks affricates ([tʃ], [tʃ’] and [dʒ], respectively), a subscript dot marks
ejectives (i.e. .t, .̌c, .k = [t’, tʃ’, k’]) and y marks [j].
11) �is language belongs to the dialect cluster known as Gurage. Chaha is classified as a West
Gurage language, even though the exact classification of the Gurage languages into branches is
still controversial; see Goldenberg (2005a).
12) �is column shows the weak forms in the position V_V. �e position V_C is less regular,
differing from one morphological position to another. See Polotsky (1938, 142–143 [482–483]).
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�e morphophonological function that conditions the strong variant of
a radical is termed strengthening and marked with an empty circle (°). �is
can also be understood as the occupation of two, rather than one templatic
position by a radical. In a strong position, a voiced consonant is devoiced, some
fricatives are realized as stops, and r is realized as n.13 It should be noted that
synchronically there are radicals that are resistant to strengthening (underlined
in (9); compare to (8) above):14

(9) Radicals resistant to strengthening

Radical #_/C_ (regular) _° (strong) V_V (weak)15

b, bw b, bw b, bw �, w

d, ǧ d, ǧ d, ǧ d, ǧ

g, gw, g y g, gw, g y g, gw, g y g, gw, g y

n n n n

�e synchronic consequence of these developments is that these consonants
are not in allophonic relation any longer. �e relation between them is mor-
phophonological rather than just phonological. �e components of the root
are not phonemes but radicals, which are morphophonological abstractions.
Two additional important morphophonological processes that characterize

Chaha are palatalization and labialization.16 Dental and velar consonants are
palatalizable (10). Labial and velar consonants are labializable (11):

13) �e rules of alternation were first explained by Polotsky (1938) for a related dialect that still
preserves gemination, and further developed in Polotsky (1951). See also Leslau (1948); Leslau
(1950, 13); Hetzron (1977, 39–40; 49–52). �e terms “weak”, “strong” and “strengthening” are
taken from Banksira (2000). See also Rose (2007). �is conforms to the phonological process
known as “fortition” which accounts more or less for the same phenomenon (Lass 1984: 177–
183).
14) Leslau (1948) notes that strengthening is not realized when another sonorant appears in the
root and with loan-words from Amharic. Additional rules are developed in Banksira (2000), but
there are still exceptions. Since these exceptions are part of the linguistic system of Chaha, radicals
resistant to strengtheningmust be posited in order to account for these verbs. See (18) for resistant
and non-resistant radicals in the same position.
15) �is table shows the forms in the position V_V. �e position V_C is less regular, differing
from one morphological position to another. See Polotsky (1938), 142–143 [482–483].
16) Phonetically, one should distinguish between labialized velars and rounded labials (Leslau
1950, 14; Polotsky 1951, n. 24), but for the sake of simplicity the terms “labialized”, “labializa-
tion” and “labializable” will be used for both labializing and rounding.
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(10) Palatalization in Chaha. (11) Labialization in Chaha

Plain Palatalized Plain Labialized

d, t, .t ǧ, č, .̌c b, p, f bw, pw, f w

z, s ž, š g, k, x, .k gw, kw, xw, .kw

r i ~ y

1.3. Verbal inflection in Chaha

In Chaha, there are three conjugation bases on which all verbal forms are
built:17

(12) Basic verbal paradigms in Chaha for citation form ‘break’

Person
Number Past Tense Non-Past
Gender (“Perfect”) (“Imperfect”) Jussive / Imperative

1. sg. säpär-xw-əm ä-sä�ər nə-s�ər
pl. säpän-nä-m nə-sä�ən-nä nə-s�ən-nä

2. sg. m. säpär-xä-m tə-sä�ər sə�ər
f. säpär-xy-əm tə-sä�i sə�i

pl. m. säpär-xu-m tə-sä�r-o sə�r-o
f. säpär-xəma-m tə-sä�r-äma sə�r-äma

3. sg. m. säpär-ä-m yə-sä�ər yä-s�ər
f. säpär-äč-əm tə-sä�ər tə-s�ər

pl. m. säpär-o-m yə-sä�r-o yä-s�ər-o
f. säpär-äma-m yə-sä�r-äma yä-s�ər-äma

impersonal säpwär-i-m yə-säwr-i yä-swər-i

All other verbal forms are built on the same three bases, which we will call from
now on Base I, Base II and Base III:

17) �e abstraction of the entire inflectional system of the verb into three bases is analogous
to the abstraction made by Goldenberg of the inflectional system in Kəstanəñña (a different
Gurage language) into four “ ‘thematic’ base-forms” (Goldenberg 1968, 93–102 [510–519]).
Other studies refer to these as the “Perfective”, “Imperfective” and “Jussive” verb forms (e.g.
Rose 2007, 404).
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(13) �e three verbal bases in Chaha18

Base I: säpär (Past Tense, Prohibitive)
Base II: sä�ər (Non-Past, -te Future)
Base III: sə�ər (Jussive, Imperative, -šä Future, Infinitive)

�e rest of the verbal forms are shown in the following table:

(14) Other verb forms in Chaha

Prohibitive
ən-säpär-xä ‘may you not break!’
ən-säpär-ä ‘may he not break!’

-te Future
ä-sä�ər-te ‘I’ll break’
yə-sä�ər-te ‘he’ll break’

-šä Future
ä-s�ər-šä ‘I’ll break’
yə-s�ər-šä ‘he’ll break’

Infinitive
wä-s�ər or sə�r-ot ‘to break’

�e entire inflectional system of each verbal lexeme is built of these three bases,
regardless of the root or binyan. Now recall Bat-El’s word-based view, which
claimed that some words are derived through morphological operations on
other existing words. If there were some type of “Output-Output Correspon-
dence”19 between the different verb forms, we would expect to find, among the
three bases, a basic form from which the other two are derived.�is basic form
cannot be Base I, as is demonstrated in (15):

(15) Neutralization of the penultimate radical in Base I

Base I Base II Base III

a. täkäs täkəs təks ‘set on fire’
b. zäkär zägər zəgär ‘jump’
c. mäkär mäxər məxər ‘advise’
d. bäta �äda bəda ‘take’
e. näta räta nəta ‘split s.th. apart’

�e penultimate radical is always strong in Base I (k in (15a–c), t in (15d,e)).
But the same strong realization of the radical in Base I can correspond to
different realizations in bases II and III: a k in base I may correspond to
either k, g or x in bases II and III, and a t in base I may correspond to

18) �e vowel ə is mostly a non-phonemic epenthetic vowel (Banksira 2000, 25).
19) As in the title of Ussishkin (1999).
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either t or d in bases II and III. Starting from the surface form of base I, it
is impossible to account for the consonantal diversity found in Bases II and
III, where the consonant has a weak realization (see Table (8) above). �e
situation encountered in examples (15a–e) can be accounted for if we assume
different roots whose phonological realization coincides (

√
tks,

√
zgr,

√
mxr,

√
bd,

√
rt). �us, Base I cannot be the basic form. One might suggest that

it is either one of the two other bases. �is can be falsified if we find cases
of neutralization in the two other bases as well. Such a situation is indeed
observable for these bases, as can be seen in (16) and (17):

(16) Neutralization of verb forms in Base II

Base I Base II base III

a. xär xär xər ‘be, become’
b. .kwäm .kwäm .kwəm ‘stop, stand’
c. mwa.k mwä.k mwa.k ‘be warm’
d. .tam .täm .tam ‘be tasty’

All three bases of the verbs in (16) are of the (surface) form CVC. In base II,
the difference between the verbs is neutralized, as the vowel observable in all
four verbs is ä. If base II served as the basic form upon which derivational
processes are performed, we would expect the other forms of the verb to be
identical too. �is is a false prediction: the verbs in (16a,b) have ä in base I
and ə in base III, whereas the verbs in (16c,d) have yet another vowel, a, in
both bases I and III. We conclude that Base II cannot be the basic surface
form.
An approach that derives the different bases from the root, however, does

not run into difficulties in accounting for the data in (16): they can be easily
explained if one posits different roots for these examples:

√
xør,

√

.kwøm,
√
mw .k

and
√

.tm. �e radical ø has zero realization, but it still fills a templatic slot.20

�e radical  is the historical reflex of a guttural radical (*h, * .h, *˘
h, *", *#).

It is realized as ä, but when it is in contact with another ä it is realized as a:
ä, ä → a. �e symbol  is used to differentiate it from the templatic vowel
ä.21

20) For a similar analysis of such roots in Amharic, which inserts a theoretical glottal stop only
to delete it afterwards, see Voigt (1981, 254–255).
21) See Polotsky (1951, 16–17 [531–532]). For an analysis of this rule in terms of skeletal
positions, see Lowenstam (1991).
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(17) Roots with a medial vocalic radical in the simplex binyan

Root Base I Base II Base III Translation

Template: •ä•°ä• •ä•ə• •ə•V•
a.

√
sbr (ə) säb°är → säpär säbər → sä�ər səbər → sə�ər ‘break’

b.
√
f .kr (ä) fä .k°är → fä.kär fä .kər → fä.kər fə .kär → fə .kär ‘be fat’

c.
√
xør (ə) xäø°är → xär xäøər → xär xəøər → xər ‘be, become’

e.
√

.kwøm (ə) .kwäø°är → .kwäm .kwäøəm → .kwäm .kwəøəm → .kwəm ‘stop, stand’
f.

√
dwø .k (ä) dwäø°ä .k → do.k dwäøə .k → do.k dwəøä .k → do.k ‘be confused’

g.
√

.tm (ä) .tä°äm → .tam .täəm → .täm .təäm → .tam ‘be tasty’
h.

√
mw .k (ä) mwä°ä .k → mwaq mwäəq → mwä.k mwəäq → mwaq ‘be warm’

Most of the forms in (17) are entirely unsurprising if one follows the mor-
phophonological rules mentioned hitherto. Strengthening affects consonantal
radicals: b° → p, .k° → .k, but not non-consonantal radicals such as ø and . A
zero radical (ø) is simply an empty slot; when two templatic vowels collide due
to a zero radical, only one vowel is left: äøä, äøə, əøä→ ä, əøə→ ə. In do.k (17g),
the first radical is marked with labialization, but since its consonantal realiza-
tion cannot support labialization, this feature is realized as rounding of the
following vowel: dwäø°ä .k → dwä .k → do.k. �e radical  follows the rule men-
tioned above. In bases I and III of roots such as

√

.tm and
√
mw .k, the internal

vowel a is the outcome of the sequence ää. �e only surprising form is Base II
of these roots. Here the templatic vowel ä does not appear, and thus the internal
vowel is ä, rather than the expected a. �is is a specific morphophonological
rule for the radical  in the penultimate position in Base II.22 Although this
rule is specifically devised for this type of root, it is consistent with all roots of
this type.
We see, therefore, that Bases I and II are not legitimate candidates for the

basic form because their surface form is neutralized in some cases. We will now
see that there are cases of neutralization of Base III, too. �e relevant data is
presented in (18), for verbs whose final radical is .

(18) Neutralization of verb forms in Base III in the simplex binyan

Base I Base II base III

a. bäta �äda bəda ‘take’
b. gäta gäda gəda ‘draw water’
c. gwäda gwäda gwəda ‘injure, harm’
d. xäda xäda xəda ‘betray’

22) An analogous situation occurs in Amharic, where the reflex of a guttural radical is ə (marked
with ). �e morphophonological rules concerning this radical are: ä, ä → a,  → ə. �e
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�e penultimate radical in bases II and III in (18) is always d. �is can
represent either the radical d or the radical d, which is resistant to strengthening
(see (9) above). In Base I the penultimate radical is strengthened, and so
there is t in (18a,b) (i.e.

√
bd,

√
gd) but d in (18c,d) (i.e.

√
gwd,

√
xd).23

�e difference between these two types of roots is not discernible from Base
III.
�e examples in (18) close our first argument: neither in MH nor in Chaha

can a single surface form of the inflectional paradigm serve as a base to which
one can apply Melodic Overwriting in order to obtain all of the other inflected
forms. Again, if one assumes the existence of a more abstract, discontinuous
root, then surface forms are only results of root and pattern combinations, and
this problem does not even arise.

1.4. Root-sensitive morphophonological processes

Both Bat-El and Ussishkin repeatedly claim that what we have been calling
radicals can only be reached through elimination. As the reader recalls, their
arguments against the root are based on the assumption that different verb
forms are generated by changing the vowels and the prosody of one form
(Melodic Overwriting) and thus obtaining the rest of the forms, while the
consonants are left as an invariable residue. �e purpose of this section is to
show that there are morphological processes that affect radicals—i.e. the units
that a root is composed of—and not surface realizations such as consonants or
vowels.24

�ere are both palatalization and labialization processes whose effect starts
from the end of the base backwards. �e 3sg.ms. object suffix -n imposes
labialization on the last labializable consonant that precedes it. �is process
can reach the most distant consonant in the stem:25

base of the Imperfect (corresponding to Base B in Chaha) has the template: •ä•ə•. When the
penultimate radical is , e.g.,

√
sm, the result is yəsəm “he kisses” rather than *yəsam (from: yə-

säəm). �is also corresponds to the Gə#əz form of the Imperfect for roots with a penultimate
guttural radical: yəsə #əm ‘he kisses’, where sound roots have: yənäggər ‘he speaks’. See Podolsky
(1991b).
23) Banksira (2000, 48–50) notes these examples as exceptions to his rules of devoicing. �is is
explained here as the difference between a stable and an unstable radical (d vs. d).
24) Naturally, a version of this assumption is common to all root-based studies, including those
conducted on the phenomena discussed in this subsection (Lowenstamm 2000 and references
therein). �is section merely shows that the opposite assumption, i.e. the word-based view, fails
explain this phenomena.
25) See Polotsky (1938, 167–169 [507–509]); Hetzron (1977, 45–46); Rose (2007, 420). A
similar process of labialization occurs also in the impersonal forms (Leslau 1967).
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(19) Labialization in Chaha with the 3sg.ms. object suffix

a. näkä�-ä-m ‘he found’ näkäw-ä-n-əm ‘he found him’
b. säpär-ä-m ‘he broke’ säpwär-ä-n-əm ‘he broke him’
c. qä.tär-ä-m ‘he killed’ .k

wä.tär-ä-n-əm ‘he killed him’

Palatalization of the last consonant occurs in the sg.fm. Imperative form. It
affects the last consonant, if it is palatalizable (20a,b). If the last consonant is
not palatalizable, the vowel before it is fronted (20c,d). If that vowel is preceded
by a velar consonant, only the latter is palatalized (20e). Unlike labialization,
this process cannot go backwards any further, unless the last two radicals are
identical and unpalatalizable (20f ):26

(20) Palatalization in Chaha in the sg.fm. Imperative form

Imperative (sg.ms.) Imperative (sg.fm.)

a. kəft ‘open!’ kəf č ‘open!’
b. sə�ər ‘break!’ sə�i ‘break!’
c. kətəf ‘hash meat!’ kətif ‘hash meat!’
d. səräf ‘fear!’ səref ‘fear!’
e. nəxä� ‘find!’ nəxyä� ‘find!’
f. .kəfəf ‘clip!’ .k

yəfəf ‘clip!’

Even though the above-mentioned processes can affect consonants that are
far from the final edge of the base, it is clear that this is their starting point.
Such processes can still be considered concatenative, with no reference to the
root.�ere are, nevertheless, processes whose effect starts from the penultimate
radical. Consider (21):

(21) Strengthening in roots with vocalic radicals in the simplex binyan

Base I Base II Base III

a.
√
b-r-s bänäs �ärəs bərs ‘demolish a dam’

b.
√
b-r- bäna �ära bəra ‘eat’

c.
√
b-x-i bäkyä �äxy bəxy ‘weep’

d.
√
-g-r akär agər (ä)gər ‘raise cattle’

e.
√
0-k-s äkäs ks (ä)ks ‘wait’

f.
√
d--r dar där dar ‘bless’

g.
√
x-0-r xär xär xər ‘be, become’

26) Polotsky (1951, 22 [437]); Leslau (1969); Lowenstamm (2000); Banksira (2000, 191).
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�e examples in (21) are cases of strengthening of the penultimate radical in
Base I, as is usual in the simplex binyan. �is strengthening occurs even when
the ultimate radical is vocalic. �e question is how the morphology can detect
which radical is the penultimate. Counting consonants from the end is of no
use, since there is no consonant following the strengthened radical in (21b–
c). One cannot count consonants from the beginning of the base either, since
the penultimate radical is strengthened even when the first radical is vocalic,
as can be seen in (21d–e).27 In (21f–g) no consonant is strengthened, even
though both surface consonants are susceptible to strengthening: d and r in
(21f ) and x and r in (21g). In fact, the penultimate radical is vocalic and cannot
be strengthened.�e lack of strengthening in these cases can only be accounted
for if this process is viewed as targeting the root. Notice that, regardless of the
phonological analysis that may eventually be proposed, it is radicals that would
have to be counted and not surface consonants.
�at processes can target abstract sites in the stem proves that it is internally

structured, and not simply a single continuous morpheme, as claimed by
approaches that deny the existence of the root.
Comparing sound verbs to weak ones, we have shown in this subsection that

no phonological rule referring only to the surface form can explain certain
regular morphophonological processes of verbal inflection in Chaha. �at
verbs with weak roots behave like sound verbs in these cases is unaccounted for
by word-bases analyses, because they do not admit stems that are decomposable
into two discontinuous entities. On the other hand, assuming that paradigms
of weak verbs are derived from roots with vocalic radicals greatly regularizes
the morphophonology of the verbal system.28 �e only alternative is limitless,
unprincipled listing of whatever forms the linguist cannot explain.
If so, this subsection contributed not only to the argumentation in favor

of the discontinuous root, but also to the view of the root as possibly having
radicals with potentially vocalic realization.

1.5. Conclusions

In the first part of this paper we have presented two main arguments for
assuming an abstract, discontinuous morpheme in Semitic languages. �ese
were: 1) the impossibility of stating that any single continuous surface form

27) �e vowel in brackets (ä) appears only word initially. �e imperative forms are ägər and äkəs,
whereas the jussive forms are nə-gər and nə-ks.
28) Lowenstamm (1996) is a poignant example of how verbs that seem wildly irregular, when
correctly analyzed as containing vocalic radicals, are in fact as regular as sound verbs. Another
example is Goldenberg (1997).
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in an inflectional paradigm is consistently the basis for surface processes,
and 2) the sensitivity of some morphophonological processes to a level of
representation that is crucially not the surface representation.�e systematicity
in these phenomena can only be explained by assuming a morphologically
discontinuous entity, the root.
We have hitherto dealt with data from verbal systems. An approach that

denies the existence of the discontinuous morphemes in verbal derivation
clearly claims the same for the nominal system. However, the discontinuous
root, as we have described it, is not a-priori limited to the formation of
verbs. Indeed, it is well-known that nouns in Semitic languages may also
be built through matching a discontinuous root and a nominal pattern. �e
second part of the paper explores the formal concept of root-derived nominal
forms. We will see that such cases have to be admitted as well, because they
contrast with nouns derived from surface forms. A “flat” word-based approach
can only account for the latter, because it only admits one level, the surface
level.

2. �e same suffix, two different levels of attachment

�e third argument we would like to make has to do with the distribution of
affixes. As we will see, the MH agentive affix -an attaches on two different lev-
els: one where its relation to a possible base is compositional semantically and
phonologically, and one where there is no necessary compositionality (Idrissi
2001, in his argument for the discontinuous root in Berber, discusses a similar
case). Following Arad (2003), who compares primary and denominal verbs,
we interpret lack of compositionality (in form or meaning) as a sign of deriva-
tion from the root; obligatory compositionality is a sign of containment, i.e.
derivation from an already existing, categorized form. Regardless of the Semitic
context, an approach without roots cannot distinguish between primary and
derived items. �is could have been an advantage of such an approach, if pri-
mary and derived items had been indistinguishable. However, as we will see,
root-derived agentives all share the same template, a fact which is left unex-
plained if they are only listed. Instead, we propose an analysis of -an suffixation
in terms of the range of complements it may take, along the lines of Distributed
Morphology (Halle and Marantz 2003). �is approach allows us to correctly
predict its distribution with respect to two different verb types, QaTaL and
HiQTiL.
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2.1. Agentives related to nouns

MH has an agentive suffix -an, whose distribution is of special interest. �is
suffix can attach to nouns of different forms, as can be seen in (22a–c). Sim-
ilarly, for verbs of the causative paradigm hiQTiL, an agentive noun is pro-
ductively formed by attaching the suffix to the participial form (22d,e). �is
is not surprising, since participles are nominal (as we have mentioned above,
they inflect as regular nouns). Also note that attaching -an to a purely verbal
base such as the free past-tense form hifsid ‘he lost’ is not an option: *hifsidan
is impossible.

(22) Agentive -an attaches to nominal forms

Nominal base Related Agentive

a. itur ‘locating’ ituran ‘locating device’
b. šrir ‘muscle’ šriran ‘bodybuilder’
c. taklit ‘record (music)’ taklitan ‘DJ’
d. mafsid ‘lose’ mafsidan ‘loser’
e. macliax ‘succeed’ maclixan29 ‘person who regularly succeeds’

All of the cases in (22) are fairly compositional: the meaning of the agentive fol-
lows reasonably from the meaning of the base noun. In addition, the concate-
nation hardly affects their surface form: they are easily analyzable into base+an.
�e relation between the two can be termed, following Kaye (1995), an analytic
relation [[X]Y], where X is first interpreted semantically and phonologically,
and then the string [X Y] undergoes the same two processes. �us, the mean-
ing of [X Y] has to contain the meaning of [X], and any change in the form
of X induced by the concatenation with Y has to be phonological (or at least
local).
To express the fact that -an attaches productively to nouns, we may state that

an agentive nominal head selects a category n. In the framework of Distributed
Morphology (henceforth DM: Halle & Marantz 1993), where words are built
syntactically, the creation of agentive nouns from other nouns modeled as in
(23).

29) �is hiQTiL verb is derived from the root
√
clax. �e surfacing of the radical ax is (mor-

pho)phonologically determined, see Rosén (1955/56, 19, n. 2); Faust (2005).
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(23) A denominal an-agentive

Notice especially that what merges with the noun taklit ‘record’ in (23) is not
-an, but an abstract agentive morpheme. A rule inserts the Vocabulary Item
-an in this case. Marantz (2001, p. 16) writes: “[…] many Vocabulary Items
that can be inserted into morphemes that merge above category-determining
morphemes can also be inserted into morphemes that merge with roots”.
Indeed, there are quite a few words with -an that do not have an obvious

base. �ese appear in only one form, QaTLan, where {Q,T,L} represent three
consonants, and the vocalization of the stem is always a.30 Agentive nouns of
the form QaTLan can be related semantically to other items in the lexicon,
but it is hard to say that this relation is always as compositional or analyzable
as those in (22). Consider (24). Some of the related items (24a–b) only share
two of the three consonants of the QaTLan item; others (24c–g) have some
consonant that is not retained in the QaTLan form; a third group (24g–i) does
not have the same prosody as the QaTLan agentive.

(24) -an with no base is always QaTLan

Related Item Root -an Agentive

a. pexam ‘coal’
√
pxm paxman ‘carbon’

b. xuš ‘sense’
√
xyš xayšan ‘sensor’

c. mastul ‘stoned’
√
stl satlan ‘stoner’

d. yaxasey cibur ‘public relations’
√
yxc yaxcan ‘PR person’

e. kavér-et ‘hive’
√
kvr kavran ‘bee-keeper’

f. ʕacab-im ‘nerves’
√ʕcb ʕácban ‘irritable person’

h. txax-im ‘intrigue(s)’
√
txx tax(e)xan ‘intriguer’

i. klid-im ‘keys (of keyboard)’
√
kld kaldan ‘typist’

j. klaf ‘card’
√
klf kalfan ‘frequent card

player’
i. clav ‘cross’

√
clb calban ‘crusader’

30) Similar segmentation of the string QaTLan can be found in other frameworks. For example,
Rosén (1955–1956: 235) treats QaTLan cases as suffixation of -an to a (segholate) stem QaTL-,
much like the analysis that follows. In contrast, Cohen (1964: 37–38) is of the opinion that
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If so, the same affix -an is sometimes attached to a full noun ((22) above)
and other times appears after some less recognizable entity, QaTL-. �e only
thing that the agentive QaTLan form shares with the related item in the left
column is the three consonants (in bold): the stem of such agentive nouns
is always QaTL-, regardless of the vocalization and prosody of the related
item. �is is exactly the behavior one would expect if the agentive morpheme
were attached to a discontinuous root morpheme in these cases, and not to a
vocalized, prosodified stem. In DM, this is modeled as in (25):

(25) Direct merger of agentive morpheme and the root

In (25) the relation between the agentive morpheme and its complement, i.e.
the root, is a non-analytic [X Y] relation, because unlike the nouns in (24)
above, the root does not have an independent realization. (25) thus captures
the two most important morphological facts about words like paxman ‘carbon’
with respect to related words like pexam ‘coal’. First, that the two words are
semantically—but not compositionally—related (neither is derived from the
other, but rather they are both derived from the same root). �is follows
from the root not having fully determined semantics, as it is never realized
in isolation. Secondly, if neither is derived from the other, then the fact that
the vocalization and prosody of the agentive stem paxm- are independent of
those of the related item pexam is a non-problem.
Nothing special needs to be said about the realization of the agentive mor-

pheme here: it is again -an.What does need to be stated is that roots, when they
are merged with the agentive morpheme, take the form QaTL-. �e rules for
vocabulary insertion (whereby an abstract morphological structure is spelled
out) are given in (26) (• stands for a slot in the template to be filled by a radical):

(26) �e realization of the agentive morpheme and its complement31

a. n[agent] ↔ X-an / noun
b. n[agent] ↔ •a••an /

√

stem+an is only to be analyzed as such when the stem exists in its own right; otherwise, any
decomposition reflects diachronic facts (at best). Finally, Ben-Hayyim ([1973] 22007: 576a)
proposes an analysis of QaTLan cases as “a root plus the morpheme a.an”. None of these points
of view is expressed within a systematic study of agentive nouns.
31) We leave aside other, less productive agentive suffixes and templates, for which special lists
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If we accept that the discontinuous root exists, all that has to be said about
-an is that alongside the possibility of realizing the agentive morpheme when
suffixed to any noun (including participles), it may also be inserted when that
morpheme is attached directly to the root. In such cases, the output takes a
certain predictable form, QaTL-.32

Aword-based approach does not accept the existence of discontinuous roots.
Such an approach has to have a base for the derivation of the agentive noun,
or else the word is just listed and any semantic relation to forms that share
the same sounds is viewed as accidental. Derivations with non-concatenative
appearance, discussed in the first part of the paper, are achieved by replacing the
vowels of the stem with the vowels of the output (i.e. Melodic Overwriting).
Going back to the data in (24) above, it is unclear how kalfan ‘frequent card-
player’ could be derived from klaf ‘card’, as the vowel of the output is inserted
exactly where there is no vowel in the base. It is also unclear why some of the
consonants of mastul ‘stoned’ or yaxasey xuc ‘external relations’ are excluded
from appearing in the derived satlan ‘stoner’ and yaxcan ‘PR person’. Finally,
there is no plausible way that Melodic Overwriting could derive xayšan ‘sensor’
from xuš ‘sense’.
If so, assuming that Melodic Overwriting is the mechanism used for non-

concatenative derivation in a word-based approach, such an approach would
regard all the agentive cases in (24) as morphologically simplex forms, i.e. flat
forms that do not have internal structure.33 Under such a view, it would be
a coincidence that these items end with the same suffix as ituran ‘locating
device’ above (from itur ‘locating’). Moreover, another coincidence would be
that QaTLan forms are systematically close in meaning to items that share

would have to be devised. Also notice that in (26b) the root is sensitive to the Vocabulary Item,
and not to the morpheme (see Bobaljik 2000 for this distinction).

�is analysis make the assumption that the -an of šamran ‘conservative’ is the same as the -an
in taklitan ‘DJ’ ormafsidan ‘loser’. �is has been the subject of a debate between the two authors.
�e second author does not agree with this view, and instead proposes that šamran is a case of an
augmented root {š-mr-n} (from

√
šmr) which is interdigitated in the vocalic template •a••a•, in

the same manner as tabax ‘cook’ is a case of {t-b°-ax} (from
√
t-b-ax) in the same template (this

analysis of QaTLan was made by G. Goldenberg, p.c.; cf. Goldenberg 1994, 55–56 [36–37]).
�is approach has the merit of providing a unified analysis by equating the QaT°aL agentive
template with QaTLan. Nevertheless, it presupposes the existence of the root, and thus cannot
be presented as an argument in favor of it. For this reason, the analysis that separates -an as a
discrete morpheme is the one that is contrasted, in this chapter, to word-based approaches.
32) �e prosody of the QaTL- base follows from the V-initial nature of the suffix. Although the
vocalization of the stem with a is stipulated here as simply indicative of this type of merger, the
use of this vowel as default vocalization in MH is quite common, most notably in acronyms
(Bat-El 1994b).
33) As a reviewer notes, there are alternatives to Melodic Overwriting, which consist of extracting
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with them only the first three consonants, while at the same time not being
derivable from these related items or from some shared piece of structure. �e
analysis we have proposed above is thus superior to a word-based one, because
it is able to capture the resemblance between all occurrences of -an as well as
the obvious internal structure of QaTLan cases.
Our proposal is summarized in (27) below. A category-defining head n with

a feature [agent] merges with another noun in (27a) and yields a concatenative
output. In (27b), a nominal head with the same feature is merged with a
noun built on a verb, i.e. a participle, and surfaces again as a semantically
compositional, concatenative form. In terms of subcategorization, these two
cases are identical. �e agentive head selects a noun, and is insensitive to the
derivational history of this noun (whether it’s a noun as in (27a) or a participle
as in (27b)). In (27c), however, an n-head with the same feature is merged with
the root. �is merger yields a form that is always predictable from the type of
merger, but never from the properties of the root. No vocalization or prosody
are preserved because there are no prosody or vocalization to preserve, unlike
in cases (27a) and (27b).

(27) Structures of -an

�e generalizations as to the distribution of the agentive head are stated in
(28).

(28) �e agentive nominal head can take as a complement:

a) the discontinuous root level (
√
)

b) a nominal form (n)

a root from an existing string in various ways (Ratcliffe 2004, Davis & Zawaydeh 2001), or
imposing a template on an existing word (Dell & Elmedlaoui 1992). Neither of these can derive
the forms mentioned.
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A word-based approach recognizes nominal stems, but not discontinuous
roots. It thus can state only (28b), and list each case of (28a) separately. �is
list would consist of all the stems that for some reason appear with -an and are
agentive. Why all these stems surface with the same prosody and vocalization
would thus be a mystery. In contrast, the account presented here groups all
QaTLan cases together because they all share a structure: they are derived
directly from the root. Again, it seems that listing the unstatable here misses
important generalizations.
It is true that because such agentive noun formation is a derivational process,

and thus not fully productive, a root-and-template approach like ours also
has to list which roots actually appear in the language as complements of the
agentive head. Some amount of listing is thus unavoidable in either approach;
but only a view that dissects QaTLan into a root and a template is able to
make systematic generalizations. We will now see how the generalizations we
have arrived at in (28) about the possible complements of the agentive head
are the key to understanding deverbal agentives.

2.2. Agentives related to verbs

We will be concerned here with two of the three active binyanim in Modern
Hebrew: basic QaTaL and causative hiQTiL.34 Doron (2003) proposes that a
special causative head γ is involved in the formation of hiQTiL. �is causative
head spells out as what Goldenberg (1994) treats as a prefixal root-augment
h. �e structures in (29) are Doron’s, with the additional specification of the
causative head as a V2 vowel i:

(29) �e structures of active verbs in Modern Hebrew (Doron 2003)

34) We leave QiTTeL forms aside for the sake of brevity.�ese are mapped to agentive QaTTLan.
In this case, a feature ι (see Doron 2003, for whom ι is a head) causes prosodification and internal
augmentation of the root to

√
Q-TT-L. �e agentive nominal head thus attaches to a root:

[n[agent][ι[
√
QTL]]√Q-TT-L]nP.
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Let us now look at the behavior of an-agentives in the verbal system, where
they constitute the central, most productive strategy of agentive derivation.We
have already seen that those related to hiQTiL are derived from the participle
form (maQTiL→maQTiLan), and that any other verbal form in hiQTiL is
incompatible with the suffix -an (*hiktilan, *haktilan, *hiktalan). Contrast
this to the situation in QaTaL below. Examples (30a,b) are cases of QoTLan,
unsurprisingly derived from the participle QoTeL. �ese are rare cases: they
do not exclude the existence of a QaTLan form and are mostly inanimate
instruments. Much more productive are the rest of the cases in (30c–j); indeed,
most an-agentives related to QaTaL are of the form QaTLan (the rest being
QoTLan). In other words, an-agentives related to QaTaL are indistinguishable
(in terms of prosody or vocalization) from the cases which were analysed above
as root-derived. If they are indeed root derived, then it is not surprising to find
the emergence of the radical I of the

√
QTI roots in the agentive QaTYan

in (30e–g).35 It is equally unsurprising that cases may be found of semantic
non-compositionality (30h–j). As mentioned above, roots do not have fully-
specified semantics by definition (at least in DM).

(30) -an agentives related to QaTaL

Past Participle -an

a. dakar doker ‘stab’ dokran ‘(ice)pick’
b. kalaf kolef ‘peel’ kolfan ‘(fruit) peeler’
c. asaf osef ‘collect’ asfan ‘collector’
d. rakad roked ‘dance’ rakdan ‘dancer’
e. baxa boxe ‘cry’ baxyan ‘whiner’
f. saxa soxe ‘swim’ saxyan ‘swimmer’
g. zaxa zoxe ‘win (e.g. a contest)’ zaxyan ‘concessionaire, grantee’
h. šamar šomer ‘guard’ šamran ‘conservative person’
i. yašav yošev ‘sit’ yašvan ‘behind (body part)’

Given the regularity of the relation between verbs of the simplex binyan and
QaTLan, the following question is raised: what do speakers know that allows
them to (regularly) relate the two forms?
It was stated above that the agentive nominal head may take either the root

or a noun as its complement. No further assumption is needed. Recall the
structures from Doron (2003) in (29), where QaTaL was derived directly from

35) �e form rodan ‘tyrant’ does not retrieve the last radical of the root
√
rdi. It is clearly derived

directly from the surface form of the participle rode ‘oppress’. Contrast this with QaTYan forms,
such as baxyan ‘whiner’ (

√
bxi).
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the root, and consider a case of direct derivation of an agentive from the root
[
√
QTL-an]. �e latter cases are easily relatable to the QaTaL binyan simply

because both the verb and the agentive are derived from the same level, namely
the root. In other words, the items in (30c–j) are not derived from any basic
inflected form in the paradigm of the binyan; they are derived from the root
(31b–c), just like the QaTaL verbs (31a):

(31) QaTLan Agentives related to QaTaL

Asmentioned, the structures in (31) are compatible with both the non-compo-
sitionality effect and the emergence of the radical I in QaTYan forms because
of the dependent character of the root.
Now consider a possible word-based account of these problems. First, such

an approach would need a base from which to derive QaTYan forms. No such
base can be found without running into difficulties: designating an inflected
verb-form (like the pre-consonantal qatí -) as the base immediately raises the
question as to why none of the inflected forms of hiQTiL verbs is com-
patible with the agentive suffix (recall *hiktilan, *haktilan, *hiktalan). As a
last resort, a word-based approach would have to turn to a binyan-specific
rule relating the list of QaTaL verbs and the list of QaTLan agentives. But
this relation is stated without such a rule in the root-and-template view, by
the assumption that both QaTaL and QaTLan are derived directly form the
root.
We have also seen cases where QoTLan agentives were built on the QaTaL

participle QoTeL. As we said, these are again no surprise: they are built on
another noun, i.e. the verbal participle, just like mafsidan ‘loser’ above.
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(32) QoTLan agentives from QaTaL participle

As was mentioned, QoTlan cases are not very productive; still, they conform
to our generalization that the agentive head takes a noun as its complement.
�is brings us to our final question, which concerns agentive nouns related
to hiQTiL. Here, it is derivation from the participle that is productive, with
very few cases of direct derivation from the root; why is this so? Looking at
Doron’s structure of HiQTiL (reproduced in (33a) below), and taking into
account our analysis of the relation between QaTaL and QaTLan, we can state
the following: in order to relate an agentive noun to a verb hiQTiL, we need
to merge the agentive head with γ, the complement of the verbal head, so
that both the agentive head and the verbal head share a common, recognizable
structure. If such a structure were possible, we would have to add a binyan-
specific complement to the list of complements of the agentive head. Although
this is not an impossible option, we observe that γ is not a possible complement
of the agentive head inModernHebrew (33b), and agentives related to hiQTiL
are instead built on the participle (33c).36

36) Notice that we do not rule out in principle any QaTLan form built on a root related to
hiQTiL. After all, these roots are active in the language.�ere are indeed two such cases: hikpid ‘be
meticulous’ kapdan ‘meticulous person’, hexlif ‘change’ xalfan ‘money changer’. Notice the non-
compositionality of xalfan with respect to the existing verb. Indeed, these cases have no explicit
marking pointing to the existence of a verb in HiQtiL. Naturally, they do not block makpidan
‘meticulous person’ ormaxlifan ‘person who changes X a lot’, whose meanings are compositional.
Ben-Hayyim ([1973] 22007, 576a) notes, regarding the selection of the participial base, that
these forms are chosen because “[…] if this were not the case, the causative quality, which is not
expressed in the root but in the hif #il formative included in […] the hif #il participle, would be
lost.”
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(33) Relating an agentive to HiQTiL

We have thus managed to give a unified account of the distribution of the
agentive suffix in the verbal system without stating binyan-specific or item-
specific rules.37 Instead of having such rules and a residue of QaTLan items,
we have shown that the agentive head can be directly denominal or deradical,
but cannot be attached to a verb or any other structural level we have discussed
(this, again, is a structural property of MH, not a universal claim). �us, the
distribution of the agentive -an related to verbs is identical to its distribution
with respect to nouns, and no further assumptions need to be made. Crucially
for our comparison with the word-based view, deradical derivation is not just
a list of whatever could not be explained; it has a regular spelled-out form and
a principled distribution.

To summarize, this second part of the paper examined the shortcomings of a
word-based approach in the analysis of non-concatenative morphology with
respect to the distribution of the agentive suffix -an. We have shown that such
an approach misses fundamental generalizations and resorts to unprincipled,
ad-hoc listing. In fact, all derived -an forms—related to either nouns or verbs—
behave uniformly and predictably; but this conclusion can only be reached
through the assumption that there is a discontinuous entity from which items
can be derived (directly or indirectly).

37) �e account in this section encompasses the entire verbal system.�e passive forms QuTTaL
and huQTaL naturally never have related agentives. Verbs of the binyanim niQTal and hitQaT-
TeL regularly have no agentive nouns, except for a few exceptions, e.g. akšan ‘stubborn’ (from
hit"akeš ‘insist’), štaltan ‘domineering’ (from hǐstalet ‘take control’), mistadran ‘person who regu-
larly fends for himself ’ (from mistader ‘fend for oneself ’), all of which follow from the present
analysis.
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3. Recapitulation and conclusions

Bat-El (1994a, 594–595) concludes her article by saying that “the notion of
the Hebrew consonantal root was established during the 10th century. It is my
contention that in the light of recent theoretical development reconsideration
of that unit is certainly opportune.” As a matter of fact, medieval grammar-
ians of Arabic and Hebrew did not speak of a “consonantal” root. �e root
was viewed as as composed of “letters” ( .hurūf ), not consonants (Karabekyan
2010). A root could therefore include letters marking vowel length ( .hurūf al-
madd ), not only consonants. It seems that the notion of the root as exclusively
consonantal is more of a modern tradition.
�e Hebrew grammarian Yehuda .Hayyūǧ (10th–11th century) established

the theory of the “Weak Quiescent” (al-sākin al-layyin), by which abstract
non-orthographical “letters” were said to occur in weak roots, satisfying the
root’s triradicality.38 �is sophisticated theory has the merit of explaining the
morphological regularity of verbal inflection, including verbs that do not have
three consonants. If so, the notion of radicals (viewed as abstract letters) was
already present in .Hayyūǧ’s theory.
�is conceptual confusion is only one of the reasons that the existence of the

discontinuous root of Semitic languages is contested in studies like Bat-El’s for
being “simply an abstraction” (Bat-El 2003, 40). �e root, it was claimed, is
just the residue that remains when the vowels are stripped off the stem, which is
not an abstract morpheme and thus is the only available base for morphological
processes.
We have demonstrated that such a view is in complete disagreement with the

Semitic data. It simply cannot account for the core morphological phenomena
of Semitic languages. It is thus no surprise that although word-based studies
like Bat-El’s or Ussishkin’s have been conducted over the last 15 years (and
repeatedly and extensively cited), the phenomena we treated in this paper—
basic morphological facts of Semitic languages—have never been analyzed
from a surface-oriented word-based point of view.

We have presented three main arguments for the discontinuous root:

1. No surface verb form is the basic form. A more abstract form on which
the different bases are built must be posited. �is argument was presented
for both Hebrew and Chaha.
2.�e consonants inside the base are not just an unordered residue, but a

structured entity with discernible parts. Morphological processes target this

38) For an exposition of this theory, see Goldenberg (1979/80).
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entity with respect to the radical, whether it is realized as a consonant or a
vowel, regardless of the surface form of the stem/word. It is impossible to
find the target of such processes on the surface form.
3.�e same morphological derivational process (the creation of an agen-

tive noun) may apply on two levels, the word level and the root level
(Marantz 2001). �e output is sensitive to the level of application of this
process. Only by taking into account the root level can the behavior of agen-
tive nouns related to the different verbs be understood as regular.

�ese three arguments point to the following conclusion: an abstract mor-
pheme which is susceptible to interdigitation is indispensable in accounting
for the regularities of Semitic morphology. Such a morpheme is necessarily
composed of positions occupied by radicals that do not have invariant pho-
netic realizations. Reference can be made to these positions: this morpheme
thus has an internal structure. �is morpheme is what is known as the Semitic
root.

Appendix. Why Melodic Overwriting is superfluous in Modern Hebrew
morphology

�is paper does not argue that Semitic morphology is never word-based.
As Bat-El (1994) shows for MH, verbs are regularly derived from nouns or
adjectives. �is must be the case since several aspects of the base noun—
principally, but not only, the clustering of consonants—are preserved in the
denominal verb. �ese aspects could not be preserved if the derivation had to
go through an intermediate stage, where an extracted root would consist of
only consonants, and any further information about the base form would be
completely lost.
To the best of our knowledge, no root-based study suggested that such an

intermediate stage exists. Goldenberg (1994; 2005b) suggests that there are
two types of roots: primary roots and augmented roots. Only primary roots
lack clustering properties. Augmentation of the root can take various shapes,
including clustering of two radicals. Such augmented roots underlie all non-
simplex binyanim. Rosén (1977, 120) makes a similar distinction, and claims
that the augmented root (which he calls “the radical”) has replaced the root
“in all living derivation processes” in MH. At any rate, if discontinuous native
roots may also have clustering information, then there is nothing surprising in
the retention of such information in denominal verbs.
A more widely accepted view within generative Semitic morphology—also

by entirely word-based studies like Hammond (1988) or Dell & Elmedlaoui
(1992)—is one that imposes a fully-specified template on an existing word. A
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template is also imposed on the discontinuous root. In other words, there is
only one non-concatenative word formation mechanism in Semitic languages.
Let us call this mechanism Template-Imposition.
Bat-El proposes a different mechanism, Melodic Overwriting (MO in this

appendix), which imposes only the vowels of a certain binyan on the stem. �is
is done by replacing the vowels of the stem with the vocalization of the target
binyan. If only the vowels are replaced, then “cluster transfer” results. Presented
in this manner, it appears as if MO is responsible for cluster preservation.
But a closer reading of Bat-El (1994) reveals that MO is not the source of

the preservation of clusters. As Bat-El mentions, there is a strong tendency to
map the noun to a binyan that would preserve the consonant clusters of the
base. For example, špric ‘gush’ would be mapped to hiQTiL, because all the
forms of this binyan cluster the first two radicals, and thus the relation to the
base noun will be recognizable in all forms. A noun like transfer ‘(population)
transfer’ would be mapped to QiTTeL rather than QaTaL, because the the
former binyan allows for medial consonant clusters. Bat-El also notes that not
only consonant clusters tend to be preserved: nouns of the form CoC tend
to be mapped to QoTeT (related to QiTTeL), where all forms include an
[o] between the first two radicals (tof ‘drum’ → tofef-yetofef ‘to drum’, *tifef-
*yetafef ); to that we add that nouns of the form CaC, on the other hand,
tend to be mapped to QiTTeL, which includes the entire stem in its non-past
form QaTeL (dam ‘blood’ → dimem~yedamem ‘bleed’, *domem~*yedomem).
Finally, very few denominal verbs exist in QaTaL (e.g. xrop ‘nap’ → xarap-
yaxrop ‘nap’).�is scarceness, Bat-El insightfully proposes, is due to the varying
prosody of the inflected forms in QaTaL: the CCVC prosody of a hypothetical
base would be preserved in non-past yiQToL, but not in past QaTaL.
At any rate, it is clear that the speaker first evaluates the stem as a whole,

and then selects the paradigm that will preserve as many aspects of the stem
as possible. Crucially, this has nothing to do with MO, which is only the
mechanism used by Bat-El for the application of the melody of the selected
paradigm. MO is not used to predict the vocalization to be applied. An
independent principle exists to that effect. In this case, MO has no explanatory
force, and is redundant. Instead, the selected template could be imposed on the
base stem just like it is imposed on the base when it is a discontinuous root.
Of course, since here the base does have a prosody (alongside other phonetic
characteristics), these will be respected; recall that the template was selected to
this end in the first place.
What verb will be mapped to what template is at best a strong tendency.

Some roots are mapped into the QiTTeL template in order to express a transi-
tive, active event:

√
skn makes for siken ‘put in danger’. Other roots are mapped

to QiTTeL as a lexical fact:
√
hgr is mapped to higer ‘immigrate’ for no good
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reason. Other roots, such as
√
trgm, are mapped to QiTTeL because of their

form: QiTTeL—but not QaTaL—can harbor quadriradical roots. Default syl-
labification considerations yield tirgem ‘translate’. �e root

√
trgm will not be

mapped to QaTaL or HiQTiL simply because this will create prosodic prob-
lems.�at a verb like Bat-El’s striptez ‘to perform a striptease act’ (derived form
striptiz ‘striptease’) preserves the consonant clusters of the base is no wonder,
since QiTTeL was chosen to this end, and there is no reason for the clustering
to change.
�e QiTLeL binyan has a diminutive or pluractional meaning. Some roots

can be mapped to QiTLeL in order to express such a meaning, in which
case their final radical will be reduplicated

√
cxk→ cixkek ‘giggle’. Other verbs

appear in this template as a lexical fact:
√
šm gives ši’amem ‘bore’ for no good

reason. What type of root would be mapped to QiTLeL for reasons of form?
A root whose second and third radicals prefer to stay together. Simple roots do
not present such a situation, because they do not have syllabic structure. But
when the base for derivation is an existing word such as faks ‘fax’, it has much
more information to preserve. A fully-faithful template QaTL does not exist,
but mapping this root to QiTLeL will preserve not only its final cluster, but
also its entire stem, since the non-past stem will be -fakses).

non-matching parenthesis
�us, the speaker

prefers to map faks to QiTLeL, yielding fikses ‘to fax’, and not to QiTTeL,
QaTaL, hiQTiL or an invented binyan.
As this is not a paper about denominal verbs, we leave the discussion at that

and do not go into the details of how this is done (mapping direction etc.). Our
conclusion is the following: both approaches require an independent principle
that states a tendency to preserve as much of the form of the base as possible,
regardless of the mechanism used to derive the actual verb. Only the word-
based approach in Bat-El (1994) requires MO. As we saw in the body of the
paper, MO doesn’t work when there is no base; Template-Imposition works in
both cases. MO is thus a superfluous mechanism.
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